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SHOWCASE 

 

Project name: ECAN SOLUTIONS 

Description: ECAN SOLUTION is a company specialized in providing comprehensive technical, logistic 

and fiscal solutions to all those companies that want to buy and / or sell between the Canary Islands 

and the rest of Spain in both directions. 

They are mainly focused on providing B2C solutions in the Cloud for e-commerce, but given the 

difficulties to trade between these regions, they are also giving B2B in the Cloud and offline solutions 

demanded by their customers. 

ECAN is not a logistics company. What they are looking for is to go one step further and get the best 

formula for each customer, so they work with different carrier companies. 

What ECAN do is: analyse its client’s needs for ecommerce in the Cloud and give them the best 

solution from the technical point of view (for their website) and logistics (depending on the type of 

products) so that they can buy or sell between the Canary Islands and the rest of Spain, both online 

and Offline, without complications, with transparency and at a very competitive price. 

Ecommerce solution: ECAN installs on your website a free plugin in the Cloud, so that the customer 

who is on the "other" side of the customs, once you enter the shipping address know the exact price 

of your purchase with all taxes to which that purchase is subject, Including customs and 

transportation costs. Once the purchase is made, ECAN carry out customs management and door-to-

door transport to ensure delivery and no additional amounts are charged. 


